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Chance of rain. 
Highs
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Spartan  Daily Staff
 Writer 
A 
fee increase next year 
may 
be avoided if the Cali-
fornia 
Legislature  kicks down 
$37 million. 








approved  a 
$1.69 billion
 budget. The budget 
is $146 million dollars more 
than the current $1.55 billion 
budget.  
Instead of opting for another 
fee increase to 
offset some 
of the additional funds, the 
trustees agreed to petition the 
Legislature for more money. The 
targeted $37 million is the rev-
enue that would be generated 
by a 10 percent fee increase. 
"Only 
failing to (receive sup-
plemental
 money from the 
Legislature) should we then ask 
for a fee increase," said trustee 
William Hauck at the meeting. 
"The state ought to put a higher 
priority on higher education 
than what 
it has in  
the past." 
If the 







 another 10 
percent fee 















monies  will 
There 
isn't anything artificial 
about organic chemistry 
Donning a 
pair of safety goggles, graduating chem-
istry 
senior  Betsy Nakhwa stirs some dimedone duing 
an experiment in her organic 
chemistry  class. The 
idea 
of this 
procedure  is to get rid 
of








 food drive 
By Cindy Trotter 
Spartan Daily Stall Writer 
'Tis the season to give and 
give
 and give to Alpha Phi 
Alpha's 10th annual clothes 
and food
 drive. 









 and to the 
Housing 
Authority  for 








 go to the 































"Last  year we 
did  a clothes 
drive for the 
Los Angeles 
earthquake. This year, we 
are 
trying to push it harder for 
people who are needy," 
knRoland
 said. 
"We want everyone to 
ow everywhere on campus 
what we are doing.
 We want 
to help 
our  community and 
we want everyone 
to help us 
if 
they can." 
They want to see 
the San 
Jose State University 
popula-
tion get 
involved  during the 
holidays and donate 
whatev-
er they can for this cause. 
Most items donated
 come 
from outside sources 
like 
child development centers 
and  grocery stores, Rawlen 
said. 
About 10 years ago, a 
group of brothers from the 
fraternity were Interested in 
helping children in the 
Santa  
Clara 






motto is based on 
manly 
deeds  and love for 
all 
mankind,





































fronn  he 
ho
 tuse  will 
collect 
See Giving,























the  monies will 
fund
 2,500 full-time 
equivalent  
students  defined as one
 or a 
combination of students who 
are taking at least 15 units per 
semester. 
In order for the CSUs to 
receive the funding, MacCarthy 








proposed  IRA fee 
Rally 
hosts 




Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
One side says





 the wmng 
message 
to the California 
Legislature. The other 
side says 
a fee increase
 is needed to pro-
vide students










discussing  a fee 
increase,not.
 
Instead, the debate was 
among six San Jose State
 
University students who 
argued  





Activities fee from $20
 to $75 
per semester. 
"A fee increase sends the 
wrong message to 
Sacramento,"
 
said or political science 
major John Latimer during 
Monday's afternoon debate in 
the Student Union. 





tion," Latimer said, "which is 
what we are trying 
to maintain 
(by not supporting
 the fee 
increase)." 
But Troy Stewart said the IRA 
is not like other student fees. 
"This is a different kind of fee 
increase," said the 
business  
graduate student. "The money 
will stay here on campus to pay 
for more library
 hours and a 
better athletics program. KSJS 
and music and drama will bene-
fit, too."
 
The real arbiters of this 
debee will 
be SJSU students 
when they go to the polls on 
Nov.
 16 and 17. 
IRA 








 the $20 fee generated 
$1.1 
million,  with 









the opera workshop, the
 
Spartan 









 $6.5 million 
budget. 
If the fee 
increase  passes, 
54
 
percent of the IRA
 money would 
go to athletics, 17 
percent to 
Clark Library to 
extend  hours 
and 
upgrade  services, and 
20 
percent 
would  support pro-
grams that 
already




 remaining 9 
percent  
would 
be placed be placed in 
reserve to fund 
programs that 
have 
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By Nancie Gruber 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
A recent consolidation of San 
Jose
 State University's Graphics 
Office and the Design Lab 
may provide some relief for 
the school's computer -poor 
students. 
Dubbed the Graphics Lab, 
the 
merged organization provides 
personal 
computers, multime-




video editing software and use 
of a photostatic camera which 
costs  half of what it would else-





consolidation,  the 
student -run 
Design Lab was 
part of the art 
department. It 
had equipment for art and 
design students'
 use, but did 
not have a full-time staff to man-
age it, so the equipment could 
not be maintained properly. As 
a result, students were not get-
ting the quality of product they 
wanted,  Johnson said. 
In addition, the lab faced a 
space problem because SJSU 
wanted to use the facilities for a 
d if ferent function. 
The 
Graphics Office, which 
had an abundance of space, was 
losing business to 
desktop  pub-
lishing, Johnson said. The 
Graphics Office was a universi-
ty -operated function that pro-
duced artwork for SJSU's faculty 
and staff (for 
business  cards, 
brochures, posters,  
See 











By Andy Barron 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
 
This year's Ruth G. Jansen Visual 
Arts Educator of the Year Award went 
to San Jose State University's Pamela 
Sharp, professor of art and 
design.  
Sharp received the award during
 the 
California Art Education 
Association's  




 In fact, there are a 
lot of people
 who deserve wonderful 
awards in this
 state, so I was pleased 
to get this one," 
Sharp said. 
The estate of 
Ruth










 to establish an 
award 
for art educators. 
The award recognizes individual 
educators  for their achievement 
and  
excellence in art 
education.  The 
criteria for selection 
include  the 
candidate's  impact on 
students, pro-
fessional growth
 and professional 
activities.  
Robert Wines, 
the  director of the 
school of 
art  and design at SJSU, said 
Sharp's impact 
goes in different direc-
tions. 
She has 
been  selected in California 
as one of a group of five
 or six educa-
tors who help assemble the 
frame-
work,  or course requirements for arts 











displays paper mache 





















































. . Judge 
Ito could 






















his decision on 
legal grounds: 
there 
was  no basis 
in








agree  the camera 
should be 
present so the 




camera to stay 
means the 
public  won't be 
fed
 
information sifted through the 
perceptual filters of the press 
and can decide the innocence
 
or guilt of 
Simpson  based on the 
merits of 
the case. 
The cameras can accurately
 








 in the court-
room satisfies the 
public's  right 
to know as well as its 
right to be 
present at court 
proceedings 
because the size of 
the  court-
room
 limits the number of peo-
ple who can attend. 
In 
addition, broadcasting the 




tem of jurisprudence. 
Those who oppose televising 
the trial say cameras disrupt 
the 





comes too disruptive or too dis-








, What if the Spartan Daily no longer existed? 
Would students care? Would students miss 
read-
ing the Spartan Daily, an institution that
 has been 
a part of San Jose State University for 60 
years?
 
Sadly, if they are anything like many of the res-
idents in the San Francisco area, the answer 
would probably be "no." 
The San Francisco Chronicle and 
Examiner  
union strike is in it's 15th day of deliberation.
 
Throughout these 15 days,
 there has been 
episodes of violence, including one 
death,  count-
less hours of arguing and picketing, and 
most  of 
all, the 




 the Chronicle and Examiner are the 
primary
 daily papers for the entire San Francisco 
area, a metropolitan
 area with a population of 
more 
than
 six million people, they report only a 
combined circulation 
rate of 600,000. 
So 




'Unfortunately, from television broadcasts and 
'tabloid shows. 
,As the 
immense  ratings of television news and 
tabloid shows
 demonstrate, the majority of peo-
to 
stop  it if he decides 
the fairness of the trial is at risk. 
Opponents also
 argue cam-
eras in the courtroom could 
intimidate some witnesses who 
do not wish to be seen on tele-
vision. 
This problem is easily over-
come by putting the camera in a 
position that eliminates the 
television exposure of witness-
es or by using a "blue bubble" 
to cover their faces as was done 
at the rape trial
 of William 
Kennedy Smith. 
The judge has already ruled 
jurors will not be subjected to 
television exposure. 
By ruling that cameras 
can be 
present at the Simpson trial, 
Judge  Ito has preserved the 
rights of the public and reaf-
firmed the 
freedom
 of the press. 








ple these days are more interested in "easy" 
news
 
 tabloid -filled television 
broadcasts which basi-
cally give the 
viewers
 30 -second fluff spots of 
important news while giving 
in-depth reports on 
items 
such  as the six -month -old O.J. 
Simpson 
trial.  
People these days are 
more interested in news 
that doesn't require much 
thinking;
 they are 
interested in news that's going to 
entertain
 them. 
People are not only
 turning away from the writ-
ten form of news, they 
are  turning away from the 
real news as well. 
Statistics and studies demonstrate if people do 
read
 a newspaper, they are more interested in 
reading a newspaper like USA Today, a shiny, col-
orful, national
 newspaper that basically looks like 
a television 
in
 print form. 
People are 
forcing newspapers to change their 
style and content 
into
 television clones. 
Although the 
daily newspaper will probably 
never become extinct, it will have to drastically 
change to suit the wants and needs of the public. 
It may take creating and distributing
 a newspa-
per like USA
 Today, but at least the form will still 
be alive.
 
 Letter to the Editor   
Aggression isn't 
answer  to frustration 
Dear Editor 
Sunday was a reminder to me 
, that the nature of human beings 
is truly savage. 
Upon driving down San 
Tomas Expressway Sunday, my 
fiancee and I stumbled upon a 





approached Stevens Creek and 
. both of us  took notice of a white 
Nissan pickup on the shoulder. 
The driver had the passen-
gers head in his hands, bashing 
her against the
 window. 
. Without comprehending the 
whole situation, I stopped the 
 car. 
My
 initial reaction was to 
. run in and break it up 
at
 all 
, costs. But 
my
 fiancee told me to 
calm down. 
I acknowledged my irrational 
 emotions and realized she 
should approach this situation 
and handle it. Another male, by 
sheer 
presence, would most 
likely aggravate the already hos-
tile 
environment.  







she approached the truck. The 
driver stepped out and apolo-
gized. The woman in the 
truck 




 blood on 
her face and the plead for 
the 
police, we rushed to make the 
call. We took careful notice of 
the descriptions of the two as 
well as the license 
plate  number 
and called the police at the 
nearest phone. 
Hindsight had both of us won-
dering what we could have 
done to handle the situation 
better. One of us could have 
stayed with the
 truck so they 
would  not abandon the scene. 
Perhaps we should have offered
 
to take the woman home until 
they could calm down. 
This situation was a surprise, 
but I can bet I will have better 
skills to handle it better next 
time. And sadly, there probably 
will be 
a next time. 
I have often wondered
 if, in a 
situation










Forum  Editor Cynthia Pickerrell 
Sports Editor Ilene Meeks 
Features Editor 
Thomas Zizzo 
knowing I have many doubts 
about my own courage and 
humanity in the duress of 
others. 
However, after Sunday I feel 
affirmed. My action was not of 
courage, but of a reflex to injus-
tice. 
There  was no question of 
"should 
I?" even though I had 
always thought there would be 
doubt. It was just my duty. 
What man must 
be so com-
pelled to violence against 
another 
who  is so obviously 
unable to protect herself 
against such a dominant physi-
cal strength? 
What could be so important? 
So right? Or so wrong that 
would  bring someone to this? 
It saddens me to know that 
for some, there is no other way 
to express frustration. For some 
(for  the man on San Tomas 
Sunday) 
aggression  was the 
only answer. In reality,
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Violence has come into the 
world in many dif-
ferent ways. For 
some
 it is gang -related, with oth-
ers it is spousal abuse. 
For
 Yeshayahu Demner, a professor in Israel, it 
was AIDS.
 
As tragic as 
any violence might be, Demner's 
abuse is as haunting as it is tragic. 
It lurks unknown in the 
bodies
 of the men and 
women
 he infected the year he knew he had the 
HIV 
virus.  
Demner, who was found 
dead
 last week, found 
out he was HIV positive September 1993. 
Since then, the 
vengeful professor spread the 
virus to others through
 solicited sex with part-
ners he didn't know. He didn't care to 
know them. 
He just wanted to pass to 
them
 what someone 
had passed to him. 
There are 
police  sources who 
say  Demner paid 
extra for sex without a condom. 
Police suspect Demner was bludgeoned 
to 
death by a man he 
infected.  
It is a scary thing to think about. 
The possible victims of Demner were 
as
 ran-
dom as the virus itself. He, like the virus,
 didn't 
pick from a specific race, 
culture,  nationality or 
sexual 
preference.  He just advertised for sex. It's 
possible he may have infected 500 people. 
Five hundred people are 
walking around with 
the HIV 



































Of those 500 
partners, they will have partners. 




There are some in this society
 who would 
rather just not know if they 
are infected and 
refuse to take a test. 
The mind set is simple: why would you want to 
know that 
you  are going to die sooner, you 
already know death is on the way someday. 
The important reason for knowing is for stop-
ping the chain. It is a responsibility as important 
as not drinking and driving. 
The welfare and lives of others are at stake 
with every sexual partner. 
HIV is a virus communicable through bodily 
fluids. There are only a few ways to catch the dis-
ease  through unprotected sex, using used 
hypodermic needles and passing the virus from 
mother to fetus. 
There are 




 with their disease. They 
are the ones 
we
 should support in their fight for 
a cure. 
But the 
few like Demner teach us a very deadly 
lesson. 
Have sex responsibly.
 Take the precautions, 
use condoms and, for the
 sake of others, take an 
AIDS test. AIDS isn't unstoppable. Responsibility 
Is all it takes. 
 Letter 








I am writing this letter to 
address the Instructionally 
Related Activities (IRA) fee 
increase  the students of SJSU 
will be voting on next 
Wednesday 
and Thursday. 
Finally, we have a proposal 
on campus that will provide us, 
the students of SJSU, a  
direct 
benefit if we choose to support 
it. The question is should 
we?  
In evaluating the IRA fee 
increase issue, we must look at 
two things. What 
do we get if we 
vote no? And secondly, what do 
we get if we vote yes? If we vote 
no, we keep what we have. 
A library that isn't open early 
mornings, late nights or 
all day on weekends when most 
students would have
 the time to 
use it. When we do get
 to use 
the library, we 
wait in lines 
because 
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 also get the 
dozens of programs 
in the 
music department, art 
depart-
ment, theater arts, KSJS and the 
Spartan Daily that are under-
funded
 as well. These things 





resumes must compete with  
those of 
students  from 
Stanford,
 Cal, UCLA  all of 
which 
have
 great names 
because 
they
 have great pro-
grams that are 
funded well. 
What




 We get a fee
 increase of 
$55  
money that












computers  and 





 our needs as 
students.
 
We get an athletics program 
that can meet 
gender  equity 
requirements
 and have a 
chance
 to succeed in the 
Western Athletics
 Conference. 
We get dozens of other pro-
grams funded that will allow 
more students the chance to 
participate and gain valuable 
experience.
 
We also give other programs 
a chance to apply for funding by 
creating
 a reserve pool of 
money to fund these new pro-
grams. Perhaps your program 
can now 
finally
 get the funding 
It deserves. 
In all my years here at SJSU, I 
have not seen a more proactive 
and positive opportunity to 
really make a difference on this 
campus. 
It's obvious. Vote no and get 
nothing or vote 
yes and make a 
difference. vote 
yes  and save 
your programs here
 at SJSU. 
Advertising Director
 Thomas R. Whitsed 
Art Director
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 Is published daily
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school
 day for 
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POSTMASTER.  Send address 
changes
 to Spartan 













DAILY  San 










 p.m., SU 
Costanoan




 Dinner (free), 7 
p.m. and Tuesday Night Choir 
Practice, 7:30 p.m., Campus 




















School of Art & Design 
Student Galleries Art 
Exhibits,  6-
4r.m., ART & ND buildings and 




AR  133. 
Call
 924-4330. 
SJSU Fencing Club 
Meeting & Practice, 5:30-7:30, 
SPX 






"Hong Kong Identilly," 
4 p.m., 
WSQ 04. Call 
971-9602. 
Black Alliance of Scientists 
& Engineers 
Meeing, 6 p.m., ENG 358.
 Call 
924-EUYO.  
Bubver-Lytton  English Club 






Launch Your Job Search 
Camp-
aign, 1:30 p.m., SU Costanoan 
Room and Co-op Orientation, 6 





Wedndesday Night Discussion: 
"God Wrote the Bible, Right?" 
7:30 
p.m.,  Campus Interfaith 
Center. Call Fr 
Mark,  298-0204. 
Faglisb Graduate Group 
Prose Reading, 7:30 p.m., Cafe di 
Roma . Call Mel, 924-4417. 
Fantasy/Strategy Oub 
Meeting 5 p.m., SU Costanoan 
Room. Call Ken, 924-7097. 
Gamma 




9 am. -3:30 p.m., SU Loma Prieta 
Room. Can 924-8114. 
Re-Entry Advishrg Program 
Brown Bag Lunch: -Test 
Taking  
Skills," Noon-1:30 p.m., SU 
Pacheco Room.





Guest Speaker Torn McCall from 
KIstiV, 12:30 p.m., DBH
 221. Call 
Carla, 9247914. 
School of Art & Design 
Student
 Galleries Art Exhibits, 
10 am.-4 p.m.,
 ART & ND build-

















Flu Clinic for 
faculty/staff
 ($10), 




Theatre Arts Department 
Working, the helping hands per-
formance (bring two cans of 
food and get half-price admis-
sion), 8 p.m., University Theatre. 
Call 
924-4555.  
Women's Resource Center 
"Women & Work In Their Own 
Words," Noon-1 p.m., SU Guad-
alupe Room. Call Katherine, 
924-6500.  
Sparta Guido * freed' and available to 
students, faculty & staff associations 
Dew:dine is Spm two days before publica-
tion. Forms available at I)BH 209, Entries 

































public  wants 
leadership  
to come
 from Congress, not the 
president  
WASHINGTON  (AP) 
- House 
Speaker -In -waiting Newt Gin-
grich said today his Republican 
leadership team will act quickly 
on the "heartfelt request" from 
Americans to have Congress 
take the lead in Washington. 
"We have been loaned an 
enormous amount of responsi-
bility," Gingrich said 
at a news 
conference 








poll  that said 55 
percent of the 
public wants 
Congress, 
rather than the presi-
dent, to 
direct federal policy -
making. 
"That is 
such an astonishing 
change from
 the numbers we 
were




 "It is breathtaking and
 
very sobering.
 .... We are trying 
to respond 
to what we believe is 
a heartfelt 
request from the 
American  people 
to truly lead." 
The items in 
the Republicans' 
so-called  "Contract with 
America"  will 
be
 at the top 
of the agenda 
when Congress 
reconvenes Jan. 4, he said. 
He refused to elaborate on 
any other legislative initiatives, 
including a proposed constitu-
tional amendment to  permit 
school prayer. 
"I'm not going to talk about 
any of that," he said brusquely 
as he brushed off reporters' 
questions about school prayer 
and other issues that have been 
raised since the GOP swept the 
elections.  
Gingrich was quoted in an 








WASHINGTON (AP) - Hundreds 
of cancer patients were given high 
doses of total -body radiation in the 
1940s through 1974 in government 
experiments on how radiation might 
affect military personnel, a presi-
dential panel was told Monday. 
Documents uncovered by the 
Advisory Committee on Human 
Radiation 
Experiments  shows 'iat 
the military sponsored
 at least eight 
experiments 
during  the Cold War 
years in which civilian 
cancer 
patients were bombarded 
with  high 
doses of total -body radiation. 
The existence of such 
experi-




 in the 1960s, 
has been generally 
known.  But the 
staff report 
is the broadest docu-
mentation so far of the extent of the 
total -body 
experiments  and the 
Defense Department's involvement. 
In many cases such treatment 
appeared to have had little or no 
therapeutic value since the
 patients 




-resistant, said the 
report submitted to the panel  at a 
public meeting Monday. 
Gary
 Stern, a senior researcher 
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that in many cases it is 
unclear  
whether the cancer 
patients  had 
been  adequately advised of the dan-
ger, and 
whether they had any 
understanding  of the risks involved. 
While
 some of the patients were 
extremely 
ill, others appeared to be 
in 
relatively  good health given their 
medical condition and lived for 
months, even a year or more, 
after  
treatment,  according to the docu-
ments.
 
The staff report cited 10 experi-
ments, including the one at the 
University of Cincinnati. 
As part of a broad review of radia-
tion experiments
 on humans during 
the Cold War period, the committee, 
appointed 
last December by 
President Clinton, has been looking 
into numerous cases in which can-
cer patients were given whole-body 





In all, the 10 
cases involved about 
1,000 cancer patients with about 20 
percent of them suffering from 
can-
cers in which whole -body  radiation 
was widely 
believed  to have had lit-
tle or no therapeutic value. 
Washington Times
 today as 





 before Congress 
adjourns
 for its Fourth of July 
recess.
 
The  man poised to become
 
the No.
 2 Republican in the 
House, 
Rep. Dick Armey, R -
Texas, admitted
 today his party 
will have trouble 
gathering
 the 
two-thirds majorities in the
 
House
 and Senate required 
for proposing constitutional 
amendments to the states. 
Aircraft
 group warns 
against small planes 






bers today to 
avoid 
flying on small regional 
and  commuter aircraft. 
"Commuter aircraft 
with under 31 seats are 
the real
 hazard," warned 
David Stempler, execu-
tive 






reported  that 
over 15 
years  there were 
29
 fatal accidents involv-
ing aircraft with under 31 




with 31 or more 
seats. 
The American Eagle 
crash in Indiana
 that 
claimed 68 lives did not 
occur 
during  the study 
period, but even if 
it 
were counted the larger 
regional
 planes had a 
very
 good safety 
record, 
the association said. 
Stempler urged mem-
bers of the  association 
who are booking flights 
to ask what type of plane 
they will 
9y and, if it is a 
small 
one,  ask to be 
placed on 
a flight with a 
larger  craft. 
Commuter and region-
al carriers have come 
under significant atten-





preparing to issue a new 




taken on a larger share 
of flights in the last few 
years as major airlines 
sought to handle routes 
with heavy 
traffic and 
left feeder routes 
to 
smaller firms, often 
subsidiaries of the big 
lines 
VOTE
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off  with 
rocket design 
contest  
By Makonnen Gebrehiwot 
Spartan 
Daly Stall Wnter 
Rocket design can be a 
demanding field that requires
 
expertise along 
with  long-term 
educational  
training in engi-
neering.  Rocket launching is 
also a very expensive
 venture. 
The San Jose 




 to give 
y9u 
the opportunity
 to do both for 
just $5. 
The SME 
Student Chapter 192 
'has announced
 a water rocket 
design and 
blastoff  contest 
open to all students 
Nov. 22. 
The chapter representatives 
held a 
demonstration  last 
Tuesday on 
Tower Lawn to pro-
mote the event. 
For the first time, the contest 
will be 
organized  and designed 
to raise funds for the 
team  rep-
resenting SJSU at the W'estec 




president  of 
the SME campus chapter, said 
participants don't need an engi-
neering background because 
the contest will recognize both 
technical and artistic ability. 
"We are encouraging art and 
design students to take part as 
they will help us with creative 
and new ideas for our educa-




Entries will be judged by the  
length of time their rocket is in 
the air. Another category
 will be 
judged according
 to design. The 
grand prize
 winners for design 
and 
style will each receive $35 
and a free membership 
with  the 
SME chapter for a year. 
First place winners in each 
category will receive free mem-
bership in the club, which will 
allow them to 
receive
 a free 
monthly magazine, resume and 
accreditation services and will 
be eligible 













ty to raise students awareness 
about the field. 
Youngman 
said  manufactur-
ing students conducted a 
demonstration for 40 local 
community college counselors 
Nov.
 4. 
"Through the counselors 
we want to give an idea for 
future 
students what we do 
here and 
what
 they can expect 
when  they transfer," 
Youngman  
said.  
Students can purchase a 
blastoff kit for 
$5, which 
Includes contest rules, 
the two-
liter plastic soda bottle to 
be 
used as the rocket
 body, design 
parameters, a design
 guideline 
for the blastoff fins which will 
serve to stabilize the rocket. 
Contest organizers will also 
assist participants 




pan to the 
fliers 















Soon Woo Park, 




Korea,  looks through 
the wall of flyers on 
"Z. 
ster-
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for  Atlantis 
Cape 
Canaveral,
 Fla. (AP)  
Atlantis' six astronauts 
wrapped up their work in 
orbit 
Sunday as 
scientists  gloated 
over the amount of data collect-
ed during the 11 -day mission 
to map ozone in the Earth's 
atmosphere. 
One ozone monitor aboard 
Atlantis gathered enough data 
to fill 120,000 computer floppy 
disks.
 
"We've got some 
science 
teams here that are quite well-
fed." said NASA mission 
scien-
tist Tim Miller. 
The shuttle's 
scheduled  land-
ing Monday morning at the 
Kennedy Space Center was 
threatened by Tropical Storm 
Gordon. NASA sent the astro-
nauts' families to California on 
Sunday to await a probable 
landing there. 
Two other space 
shuttles 
have been diverted to the 
desert runways at Edwards Air 
Force Base in California in the 
past two months because of 
storms. Atlantis' first landing 
opportunity was around 7:30 
a.m. EST Monday at Kennedy. 
"In one word, the forecast ... 
is lousy," said flight director Jeff 
Bantle. 
"There  are going to be 
low 
clouds.  There's going to be 
rain.  There's going to be gale -
force wind." 
The  outlook for Tuesday was 
just as bad. Good weather was 
forecast 
for Edwards; Bantle 
said the shuttle could land 
there later Monday morning if 
needed.
 
Atlantis had enough power to 
stay in orbit until Tuesday, pos-
sibly Wednesday if extreme con-
servation measures were taken, 
said mission operations 
direc-
tor Lee Briscoe. 
It costs about $1 million 
to transport a shuttle back 
to Kennedy atop a modified 
Boeing 747 jumbo jet. NASA 
also 
loses  a week in getting 
the shuttle ready for its next 
flight. 
Atlantis isn't scheduled to fly 
again until late May or early 
June but that is to be 1995's 
biggest mission, the first shuttle 
docking with Russia's 
space sta-
tion, Mir. NASA has to install a 
docking  mechanism on Atlantis 
as soon as it returns to 
Kennedy.
 
Hamlet goes to trial for
 murder, 
gets dubbed a brilliant tactician 
CHICAGO (AP)  There was 
method to his madness. 
At least that's what a majori-
ty of Hamlet's jury
 decided. 
Supreme Court Justice 
Anthony Kennedy 
presided  as 
top lawyers and doctors gath-
ered to put 
Shakespeare's 
melancholy Dane on trial for 
murder. 
In a rhapsody of words, 




Montgomery led the defense, 
arguing that the prince was 
clinically depressed and hallu-
cinating when
 he killed 
Polonius, who
 says In the play: 
"Though this be madness, yet 
there is method in 't." 
The prosecution, led by 
Cook County Board President 
Richard  Phelan and William 
Bauer, former chief judge of the 
7th U.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals, argued Hamlet was a 
brilliant tactician plotting to 
avenge his father's 
murder.
 
Almost 700 people paid $200
 
each to attend the sold
-out  
trial
 Saturday night at the Art 
Institute of Chicago. The event
 
was part of the 
fifth annual 
Chicago Humanities Festival, 
and the money
 will be used to 
subsidize other festival events. 
Kennedy, who devised the idea
 
to put
 Hamlet on trial, said 
he 
Intended









 and gave 
closing
 arguments before a 
jury of local government offi-
cials and Intellectuals. The 
panel ruled 10-2 that 
Hamlet  
was sane and, thus, 
responsi-
ble for his actions. 
The defendant, played by an 
actor In a fur -lined tunic, sat 
glumly and uttered no "to be, 
or not to be" soliloquies. 
He was surrounded by "the
 





expensive  suits and 
sipping mineral water, resisting 
any urge to call them "arrant 
knaves, all." 
The often whimsical trial 
focused on the 
scene in 
Shakespeare's tragedy when 
Hamlet heard rustling behind a 
curtain, lunged with his sword 





 initially believes he 
killed King
 Claudius, who earli-
er 
had killed his father. 
The prosecution argued 
Hamlet rationally tried to kill 
Claudius to avenge his father 




 of the actual 
slaying, Prince
 Hamlet knew 
precisely what 
he was doing," 
Phelan said. "He was 
not suf-
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 Clara St. 
(Between 6th 
and 7th St. next
 to Lucky's) 
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Students  get 
50% 
off our 
regular  price from 
1 2p.m.-7p.m. everyday! 












$2 House Wine 
$2 
Beer  of 
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420 South First Street, 
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. Rock n' Tacos 
2. Recycle 
Bookstore  
3. Iguanas Taqueria 
4. Uchida Travel 
5. Pizza a Go Go 
6. 
New  Tung Kee 
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Buy any 6 :nch 
sandwich  and a 
medium drink, 




sandwich of equal 
or
 lesser value FREE 
discount on bulk orders 
try
 our free delivery
 415 min) 
475 E Son Carlos
 St. 
call
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ARLINGTON, Va. (AP)  
USAir says a 
report
 claiming the 
airline repeatedly violated fed-
eral flight regulations contains 
false or misleading
 statements. 
The New York Times is standing
 
by its story. 
The 
Times reported Sunday 




 leave gates without 
enough fuel 
at
 least nine 
times and once 
used a jet for 
13 days despite a dangerous 
crack on its 
wing  flap. 
"It is a fair and accurate story, 




But a statement from the 
Arlington -based USAir 
defended 
its safety record. 
"The Federal Aviation Admini-
stration has kept 
USAir  under 
intense scrutiny for almost 
the  
past two years. The 
FAA knows 
no shades of gray when it 




 "An airline either operates 
safely, 
or
 it is not allowed to 
fly.  
We operate safely, and
 we will 
continue to do so." 
The Times had noted in the 
story  that USAir and 
federal  offi-
cials
 defended the airline's safe-
ty 
record.
 However, the paper 
said a two -month
 study had 
revealed numerous safety 
and 
training problems.  
In one example, the pilots of a 
- 
Washington to Boston flight 
did-
n't check to see if the plane had 
enough fuel. When they were 
forced to 
land
 at La Guardia 
Airport in New York, they 
lied 
and radioed the control tower 
that they had to 
land due to 
engine trouble. And, eight other 
USAir flights have left the 
gate  
without the federally required 





at La Guardia was the 
lone instance where personnel 
deviated  from established refu-
eling 
procedures.  The pilot and 
first 
officer  on that flight were 
suspended without pay for two 
months and forced to repeat 




On the jet that flew with a 
damaged wing, USAir said the 
plane was allowed to continue 
to 
fly





































 on the 
wing to 
keep















 and safety 
officials, and 
thousands  of 
pages


















WASHINGTON (AP)  
Twenty-seven states are 
lagging
 
in complying with 
the 1990 
Clean Air Act that required
 
states to develop formal
 plans 
to improve air 
quality,  a coali-
tion of environmental groups 
said today. 
The Clean 
Air  Network said 
that a large majority of states 
have
 missed interim deadlines 
leading to the 
development  of 
strategies
 to reduce air pollu-
tion. In 10 
states,  even prelimi-
nary efforts to 
develop
 such 
plans have been stymied, the 
group said in a report. 
The 1990 law requires the 
35 states and the 
































last week that many 
states  
will not have completed their 
plans in time to 
meet the 
deadline. 
Last week, the 
EPA  gave the 
12 states from Virginia to Maine 
more time to  comply because 
the federal
 agency itself had not 
yet decided whether to approve 
a proposed
 strategy for reduc-




The EPA has 
said that nearly 
100
 million people 
still  live 
in areas where
 air quality 
does












 to 16 years 
to
 




 one of the
 21 worst 
smog states







plan for clean 
air," said 
David 














According  to the 
Clean Air 
Network,  10 states have 
made 
little or no progress in 
meet-
ing the deadlines outlined
 by 
the 1990 Clean Air Act to 
establish programs that would 
bring their regions into compli-
ance with federal air quality 
standards. 
The Clean 
Air  Network said 
that Maine, Michigan and Utah 
have not even estimated 
the 
amount of smog -causing 
pollu-
tants that are
 being released 
by factories, automobiles and 
other sources. 
The 1990 
law requires such 
an 
inventory



































San  Jose State
 Wives,* 













































launched  a 25
-minute  
shooting 
spree  that 
left






to be surprised at 
what  I'm 
going
 to do," Vic Lee
 Boutwell, 37, 
told  rela-
tives 





 he died 
in
 the gun 
battle  Sunday 
night.
 
What  he did was 
hijack three 
cars,  spray 
a quiet neighborhood




 kill a 
San  
Francisco 
police  officer and 
wound another 
as well as a 
paramedic  and 
bystander.  


















piercing a gas line
 and even hitting a sev-
enth
-floor window in 
a hotel blocks 
away.  
"Shots were coming down
 the street 
three blocks 
away,"  said Lt. Tom Deltorre. 
Lead 
investigator Alex Fagan said 
Boutwell even fired 
at cars passing  blocks 
away. 
Raymond Dutton 
was  dining at the 
Gourmet




shots riddled the plate 
glass  window. 
"There were bullets going 
off  all over the 
place," he said. 
"Everybody  dove on the 
ground but only 
after  a couple of minutes. It 
sounded
 like firecrackers, 
like caps." 
Paul Chow, attending a birthday party at 
the restaurant, said he 
believed  Boutwell 
was heading toward them at one point. 
"There were three policemen standing in 
the door, and that saved us," he said. "If he 
had gotten into the restaurant, it would 
have 
been  horrible." 
In all, 10 officers fired back at Boutwell, 
'When he was 
approximately  
20 years old he (Boutwell) 






said Police Chief Ribera, but it wasn't clear 
who fired the bullet that killed him. A 
total  
of 150 to 200 rounds were fired by Boutwell 
and the police. 
Police found two European assault rifles 
and three semiautomatic pistols 
with 
Boutwell. Four 
of the five weapons had 
been fired,
 and Boutwell had an estimated 
1,000 rounds of ammo stuffed into belts and 
clips on his body and in a car he had 
hijacked. 
He also had fuses 
and black powder, said 
Ribera, but left no clues 
what
 he planned to 





 written in 
It, 
but  no other  
notes. 




guns,  said 

























 he apparently 






 rifles  
an FN and a 
Steyr   were illegal
 in California 
without  




 a license 
because
 of his previ-
ous record, 
police  said. He was
 also armed 
with a 9mm Uzi
 pistol, a Clock 











After the San Jose 
arrest,
 Boutwell moved 
out of his family
 home, and had 
been drift-
ing around Santa
 Cruz and San 
Jose, living 
out of his van for the
 past six years, said 
Walsh. 
"One of the 
family members
 said he was 
possibly suicidal," 
said  Walsh. He was 
also  





 6, Boutwell told 
relatives  he was 
going to a 
hospital,  but later 
called from 
Mexico and asked for money. 
In conversations with his 
family, he told 
them he planned something










CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP)  
A private blood 
donation  center 
should




he had the 
virus 
which causes AIDS 
before he 
had 
sex  with his fiancee, the 
man's lawyer
 said Monday. 
The couple filed 












 and state 
Health 










attorney  Henry 
Wood 
III, who filed the 
lawsuit
 




 "R.M." and 
"LW." 
He 




R.M. said he likely 
picked up 
the virus from an 
unidentified 
woman he had 
sex  with in 
March and 
never  saw again. On 
June 22, he 





 the lawsuit 
said. 
The man 
was  told his 
blood 
would  be 
tested




 and that 









 If they were 
negative,  he 






man  found 
out in 
'We are 
not in the 
business
 of testing 
people for AIDS.
 We 









 operation.% LA. 
blood  cenir_r 
October 
for the first 
time  that 
he had 
HIV when he 
asked  the 
center 
for the test 






































 of the newly
 passed 
Proposition 








































































































































































had  in 
100 
years," said 
Dan  Stein, 
execu-
tive director






































does  its job: 
a 
law
 that says 
















































































 with the 
National 









Wood  said. The man 
and his 
fiancee began
 having sex after 
July  15, the 
lawsuit
 said. 
The company was 
negligent 
in failing to 
notify  the man of 
the  test results and 
possibly 




 said. Health 
officials were 
sued  for allegedly 
not properly
 supervising the 
donation center.,ft 
A blood 
center  official said 
it had no 




"We  are not in the business of 
testing






 for the Los 
Angeles  blood 
center, which 








do as a courtesy








he had no 
knowl-
edge











 did not 





 hit the 
road 
for 'Jerry's Kids' 
GLENDALE (AP)  Bikers
 




Castaic  Sunday 
in
 the 11th 
annual






















By Jane E. Allen 
AP Sctencr Writer 
EDWARDS AIR FORCE 
BASE (AP)  Space shuttle 
Atlantis landed in 
the 
Mojave Desert on Monday, 
bringing home a wealth of 
data on the
 ozone layer 
along with 10 pregnant
 
rats that were immediately 




The six astronauts ended 
the 11 -day flight at Edwards 
Air Force
 Base because 
Tropical Storm 
Gordon 
made a landing at Cape 
Canaveral, Fla., impossible. 
The rats were the 
first  
pregnant mammals to fly 
aboard a U.S. spacecraft; sci-





main purpose of 
the mission was atmospher-
ic research. Atlantis brought 
back data from 
seven atmos-
pheric and solar -energy 
monitors and a $35 million 
German satellite. One ozone 
monitor broke 
a day after 
the Nov. 3 launch. 
The 
satellite,  carrying 
instruments to study ozone
 




from the shuttle one day 
into the flight, and retrieved 
eight days later. Researchers
 
said it  performed nearly 
flawlessly. 
"We planned 100 hours of 
science time. We actually 
got about 180 hours," said 
Konrad Moritz, German mis-
sion manager. 
During the 
flight, the crew 
flew around the edges
 of the 
 
gaping ozone hole 




















 in, it's 
the health of our 
planet,"  
mission  commander Don 
McMonagle
 said at a post -
landing





the pregnant rats, and scien-
tists began C -sections to 
remove fetuses from one 
womb in each. Rats have 
two wombs; the
 animals are 
expected to give birth natu-
rally from their second 
wombs on 
Wednesday.  
The mothers and the off-
spring will all 




NASA diverted the shuttle 
to California because of 
gusts at the launch site in 
Florida. The space agency 
prefers to end shuttle mis-
sions there to save
 the $1 
million costs and the extra 
week it takes to return the 
spaceship to Florida atop a 
jumbo jet.
 
Of NASA's seven shuttle 
flights this year, four ended 
up at Edwards because 




 took its final 
path





above  Los 
Angeles.
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Now we're going 
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Chris  McCrellis Mitchell 
Spartan Daily Stall Writer 
Monday
 night's men's exhibi-
tion basketball game against the 
New Zealand senior men's team 
promised to be no ordinary 
game, and it lived up to its 
hype.
 
The pre -game featured two 
national anthems, one collegiate 




 of age and an inter-
national
 team with players from 
20-29,  and even an ex-Spartan. 
It only got stranger. After the 
teams were announced, the 
Spartans gave the members of 
the New Zealand players small 
SJSU pennants. In return, the 
New Zealanders gave the 
Spartans a taste of their home 
country. They performed a 
"haka," where the team 
crouched down and chanted in 
their native tongue, while slap-
ping their 
legs and stomping 
their feet. It is a customary pre-
game 
intimidation tactic that 
didn't work. 
The Spartans controlled most 
of the game, only losing the lead 
twice on their way to a 67-55 
win. 
The Spartans were lead by 
sophomore 
forward  Terence 
Wilborn,
 who had 16 points on 
six buckets from the 
floor,  and 
four free throws. 
"I felt great. I was incredibly 
pumped," he said. 
The New Zealanders were led 
by Nenad Vucinic 
who scored 
14 points on seven shots on 
from the floor, including two 
NBA -distanced 
three-pointers. 
Ex -Spartan Andrew Gardiner, 
who hadn't played since the 




 and missed a dunk. 
"I think he was nervous, but 
he didn't play bad," said Darren 
Greene,





Spartaz1 Daily Stall Report 
San Jose State University's 
men's soccer team was not 
invited to compete in the 1994 
NCAA Division I Men's
 Soccer 
Championships 
despite  their 
best season since 
1981.  
Fresno 
State  qualified for the 
championships
 from the Moun-
tain Pacific Sports 
Federation. 
Eleven 
conferences  received 
automatic 
berths with 10 others 
vying for five play
-in berths. 
The Spartans finished 15-4. 
SPORTS
 
Mum() Just SANCHEZ  SPARTAN DAILY 
Spartans'
 guard Tito Addison scored nine points in 
their victory against the New Zealand Senior 
Men's 
National 
Team  Monday night, 67-55. Forward Terence 
Wilburn
 scored the team high of 16 points. 
ward.  
The  Spartans definitely 
missed the play of forward
 Roy 
Hammonds, who will be out for 
the season with a knee injury. 
"Lots of questions were 
answered today, but now we 
have even more to deal with," 
said Greene, who contriblited 
seven points and four rebounds. 
Greene is one of only three play-
ers on the SJSU team with previ-
ous NCAA experience. He was 
proud of the 
play by his 
younger  teammates. 
"I think they (SJSU's first -year 
players) all played great.
 It gives 
you a lot of 
confidence  when 
you play 
against guys 26 or 27 -
years -old who are experienced
 
and 
you play like that," he said. 
SJSU Head Coach Stan 
Morrison was pleased with cer-
tain aspects of the game, 
despite breakdowns In some of 
the  basic offensive and defen-
sive sets by his team. 
"All in all this is one of the 
best
 first games of the year, 
exhibition year, defensive 
efforts I've ever had in a team. 
Especially with so many first -
year players on the court," 
Morrison said. 
The Spartan's next game will 
be Nov. 29 at Loyola 
Marymount.
 Their next home 
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Car  crash 




(AP)   George 
Raveling really 
got into games, 









coach,  slowly 
recovering  from 
Injuries in a car
 crash seven 
weeks ago, said 
Monday  he is 
retiring. 
A head 
coach for 22 
years  
and 





 57, said 
he can't meet 
the physical 
demands 
of the Job and he 
wants 
to concentrate on 
rebuilding his strength. 
Raveling, one of the
 sport's 
most prominent
 coaches, said 
he had intended to remain at 
Southern 
Cal  until he retired, 
and 
that time came "sooner 
than I had expected." 
"... Although my health is 
improving, my 
present physical 
state does not allow 
me to work 
the sidelines in my accustomed 
manner," Raveling said in a 
statement.
 
Charlie Parker, an 
as-sistant  
under Raveling for 
seven years, 
was  appointed interim 
head 
coach for this season. 
The play-
ers 
were told of Raveling's 
retirement
 at a morning meet-
ing. 
"There
 wasn't a dry eye in the 
place, including 











offered  him. He also has 
expressed  an interest in sports 
broadcasting.
 
"All I can do is picture him 
running up and 
down  the side-
lines cheering 
and getting the 
crowd 




"And right now, it's hard to 
believe he won't be there this 
season."
 
Added swingman Stais 
Bozeman "At first I thought he 





sorry for him right now and look-
ing at him differently because he's 




knew he was serious. 
Everybody  was just real 
shell-
shocked.
 You couldn't believe 
it. He just up and retired." 





 has been one of the 











not  believe that 
remain-
ing 
on as head 
basketball  






 to the university, 
the 





who did not attend 
an after-
noon news conference 
at
 USC, 
said in a statement. 
Raveling said he 
asked  his 
friend, 
Gerry  Roth, to make the 
retirement announcement be-
cause it 
would have been "emo-
tionally





 he did not believe 
Raveling 
would ever coach 
again. 
Raveling was released from 
the hospital Nov. 8 
after spend-
ing more than six weeks there. 
He sustained nine broken ribs, a 
fractured pelvis and clavicle, 
and a collapsed 
lung in a colli-
sion near the Southern Cal cam-
pus on Sept. 25. 
The driver of the other car in 
the accident, Robert Ziehm, 
filed  a personal injury lawsuit 
againstRaveling on Monday, 
alleging the coach ran a red 
light. Ziehm, who claims head 
and neck injuries, seeks unspec-
ified damages. Ziehm's wife, 
May, is also a plaintiff. 
Raveling 
spent 10 days in 
Intensive
 care because of com-











 Associated Students 
Program  
Board is seeking applications for
 the 
Fifth
 Annual Film Fest Planning 
Committee. The 
team  of highly 
energetic and creative students 
will act as the pnrnary programming 
body for the Film Fest which will be 
held in the 
Spnng  of 1995. 
MlilmWrs
 of the 
Committee  will be 
expected
 to attend all 
meetings.  
Members will be working with major 
media outlets. This will be an 
expenence you donl want to miss! 
Ard4AI by Asoccolecl stusine 
please 
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N THE BLEACHERS BY STEVE 
MOORE 
"Fool' Go down' Don't you know lhal the laws of a 
linebacker
 are powerful  enough to crush 
soup
 honest?" 
BOUND & GAGGED BY DANA SUMMERS 





































 DAILY San Jose 










 church must 




 new millennium 
nears 
Vatican City (AP)






















John Paul's views, set down in 
a letter released 
Monday, 
appeared




demands for a 
self-examination  
of Church errors 
as it approach-
es its third millennium,




considers as beginning in 2000. 
John Paul said the Church 
must express "profound 
regret 
for the weakness of so many 
of
 
her sons and daughters who 
sullied her face." 
The pope stopped short of 
citing 
particular abuses or of 
blaming 
the  Church as such. He 
seemed




 like the 
Spanish Inquisition
 and the 
Holocaust that 
led critics to 
question the 
Church's  conduct. 
The 74-year -old John Paul 
also 
expressed
 a wish to lead a 
pilgrimage to the holy places in 
the Middle East in 2000, a sign 
he doesn't view his papacy as 
slowing down as some  have sug-
gested 
because  of recent illness. 
"The church should become 
more fully conscious of the sin-
fulness of her children, recoiling 
all those times in history 
when
 
they departed from the spirit of 
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VOLUNTEERS 
B E A FRIENDI 
Canrg and 
friendly  volunteers 
needed to help Individuals 
with mental
 illness become 








 or related fields. 
Call Teresa
 Jackson at 
408/5291288 or 408/287-2132. 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST A WHITE CHI OMEGA CUP 
near the roost last week. If found 
please call Rosalia 279-9680. 
CAMPUS CLUBS 
The 
EMU SKI 8 SNOWBOARD 
Club has an ad under 
TRAVEL. 
Your club could be advertising
 
your events in 
the  Classified too. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS  
IRANIAN STUDENTS Please Help! 
A 5 
year old girl will die without a 
bone-marrow 
transplant.  Contact 
your local Blood Bank & ask how
 
you can help. 
REWARD! Need bd  carted Sonny 
Singh. A friend
 needs his help. 
Sonny
 Singh used to 
work  for 
Wells 
Fargo  Bank and go to 
DeAnza 
College.  Please call 
408-2410977 for details. 
NEW STUDENT DENTAL
 PLAN: 
Office visits and x-rays no charge.
 
SAVE MONEY
 and your teeth. 
Enroll
 now! 






PREED A CIEAP SET OFWNEELS? 79 
Yarnara 650. New 
dutch,  wridscreen. 
Runs OK. Tom 239-0445 eves. 
SPILLED INK - a creative
 thought 
journal,
 is taking over the best 




 $3. Or mail 






Lifestyle  2000. Easy to use. 
Excellent 
condition.  Like new. 
White. Folds flat for storage.
 
$35.00  obo. Call 
Kathy 227-1145. 
SECRETS OF SUCCESSFUL JOB 
interviewing. Kit includes all you 
need to get the job you want! Send 
$12.95 to 
Access Ind. 2117 Foothill 
Blvd. Ste. 217A La Verne,  CA 91750. 
FUTON, NEW, 6' FUTON & FRAME 
Fabric choice. Full set $119. 
Queen set $129. (408)926.1951. 
START LEARNING the Lockman 
trade. 584 page 
Shankie  & &talkie 
comprehensive  manual of 
lock. 
smithing -$32.50 + 2.50 S&H. 
Inquiries welcane. Sharlde, 1031 D 
Brazos ST. Marble 




78 DODGE RAM CHARGER 
4X4 
New paint 











27k, white w/blk top, 




'86 DODGE RAM 
CHARGER 494 
8 cyl. Low miles.
 Grey & Silver w/ 





EMPLOYMENT   











Quallied  candidates 
should  has: 
 







binding  machines. 
 




 Customer service 
oriented. 
 












 able to 





















































sports.  Apply 
by
























Apply: Mon.- Fn., Sam. - 5prn. 
555D Meridian Ave.




 TO 88.00 PER
 HOUR 



















Fn.  8am  5an. 
Vanguard
 Security Services 
3212 Scott




























 computers, good 
with details. $7.15/ 
hour.  15-20 
hr/wk. Call 243-9173. 
 TECHNICAL 
SUPPORT   
MIX 106.5 KEZR needs
 a part-
time person






 To be 
successful,











 You must be 
capable 
of working as an 
individual  
contributor 











 would be a 
plus,  Microsoft 
Windows
 & Novell 
Netware.  































 training and 
managing  an 












 resume to: 
Larry 













hiring  for new 
downtown  location. 
















 movies. Must 








Portrait  Studio 
has several openings for aggressive 










 - 510-278.1129 




 World Schools is currently 
hiring for F/T 
& P/T positions for 
Preschool




shifts available in San Jose, 
Bel--
 
mont, Millbrae & San Bruno. Also 
hiring for substitutes - flexible 
scheduling
 does not interfere with 
school obligations, Prefer 12 ECE 
or 6 
ECE completed + current 
ECE 
enrollment
 for all positions. 
Benefits & an abundance of 
growth 
opportunities!  Please call 
408257-7326 to whedule erterview. 
FLEXIBLE SHIFTS Telephone 
surveys for market research co. 
No sales.
 Days -Eves -Weekends. 
$6.00/hour. 408.289-1499,  




 delivery  
service.
 We deliver 




& Marie Callenders to homes & 
businesses. Many S.1511 students 
have 
enjoyed  our flexible & friendly 
work environment. You can too. Cu' 
posittats
 




Call Ms nstied 
second.  389-9401. 
Mobile Walter/Waitress: 
Deliver  
from the restaurant to the cuttaners 
home a business. Earn $9-$12/hr 
hour. You must be at least 18, have 
you own car. ins. & or:reran we 
ding on yea DMV.
 Posintons in the 
Cuperti-o/Cantbell area or Soulti Sax 
Jose.





P/T bmirfN & 
Weekends.
 Rex hous. 




APPLY: Mon. - Fri. 10am
 - 4pm. 
199 E. 




 TO SCHOOL JOBS  
Sports minded






 2 jobs available. 
(No phone sales Or agency) 
Call




 positions now 
available. - Send 
resume 
and 
cover  letter by Nov. 27. 
Expansion Products
 Co. P.O. Box 
4217 
Mountain  Mew, CA 
94040,  
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED 
Earn to $20./hr. Day/Eve. 1 or 2 
week classes. (415) 968-9933. 
International  Bartenders School. 
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST. Join 
Silicon Valley Toxics 
Coalition's 
campaign to protect ground 
water 




 workers needed 1:30-
10:00 for 
fundraising/organizing.  
Make a difference 
while making a 




mailing our circulars! 
For info call 202.298-8933. 
GIVE A DAMN? 
GET  A JOBI 
Join Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition's 
campaign to 
protect the Vatley's 








 while making a 
living. 288.7882. EOE. 
 SALES - 
SPORTS   





 Amateur Athletes 
with training opportunities to 
prepare  for 
International  & 
hopefully. 
Olympic  competitions 




Manager 18+ w/ car 
EARN $600 TO $900 MO. 
SCOTT (408)
 982-9601. 
P/T WORK FOR SJSU STUDENTS 
Growing company has immediate 






college schedule (10-25 hrs/wk) 
  *starting Pay 510.50` *  
No experience is necessary - - 
training will be provided!!! 




 corporate scholarships 
each
 
year. Call 280-5195. 
MARKETING 
Environmental/hUtrition  Co. seeking 
outgoing individuals with outstand-
ing  leadership abilities. PT/FT, will 
train. Telecommunication positions 
also 
available reselling surplus 
digital long distance service of top 
long distance
 carriers. PT/FT, will 
train.




 STREET APTS. 
Large 2 akm/2
 be.
 $745-$795/ mo. 
Responsive  management. Walk or 
ride bike to school. Very clean. 
roomy & remodeled. Security type 











RENT A SPACIOUS 
1 BR. APT. 
..oldmark bldg.





incl. D.W. & disposal,
 A/C. 
Neutral 



























and 2 bdrms. 





 / 2 BATH,
 3 biks off 
campus.
 Includes water, 
garbage 
& 









 Ask about $200 







of living space 
in our huge 2 bedroom
 condos. 
Split


































8 bdrm. 5 
bath.  storage, TV 
rm, 
meet no. S. Sixth St. 
253-2449. 
ROOMMATES 
SJSU STUDENT wants 
female to 
share 2
 Inn./1 ba. 1/2 
block from 
SJ SU. Only $325 




QUIET 2 BDRM. 
2 BA CONDO near 





 Sense of humor
 req-
uired. 
$300  4-1/2 PGE. 
365-1174. 
RECENT 
SJSU  GRAD 
WANTS  
easy
 going M/F Non-smoker 
to
 
share 2 bdrrn 1 bath in 
quiet WI-








consider  lease 
option. Call 
















No more missed messages! 
Rent your own private. password  
protected voice 
mail  box 
(.3  
month  minimum). Pager 
notification and group boxes 
available.  Call







Attorneys & Paralegals 
 Immigration &Traffic Problems  
Divorce
 & Bankruptcy  
 Personal Injury  








 in Social Science. 
Proficient on Mac. General 
knowledge  of library databases 
and 
bibliography  materials. 
Excellent References. Call: 
(415) 327-4609. 
Certain advertisements In 
these columns 
may  refer the 
reader to specific telephone 
numbers or addresses for 
additional Information. 
Classified readers should be 
reminded 
that, when making 




Information before sending 
money 
for goods a services. 
In addition, readers should 
carefully investigate 
all  firms 
offering employment listings 
orcoupons for discount 
vacations or merc hand I se. 




turnaround,  free 
fax delivery. 







 of Prof. Assn. Resume 
Writers. Reasonable rates. 
Cochrell's  Professional Resumes. 




Write Now, (4081 738.0436. 
MEN & 
WOMEN- BARE IT ALL! 
PERMANENT
 HAIR REMOVAL. 
Stop
 
shaving,  waxing, tweezing or 
using 
chemicals. Let us perma-
nently 
remove your unwanted 
hair.  
Back  Chest
 - Lip  Bikini - 
Chin  - 
Tummy etc. 
Students & faculty 
receive 15% discount. 
First appt. 
1/2 price if made before
 Dec. 31. 
1994.
 Hair Today Gone 
Tomorrow,  
621 E. 









































































for  free phone 
consultation: 
(415) 












Big -O -Tires, 
2336  El 
Camino
 
Real,  Santa 
Clara. 
Mon Fn: 8 to 5:30,
 Sat: 9 to4. 
261-4430.  





 in Guitar or Bass. 
Beginning,  Intermediate, and 
Advanced welcome. 
All  styles 
including: Rock. Jazz, Blues. 
Funk,









Student  Programs 
Serving SJSU for 20 
years  
"Great Rates
 for Good Drivers" 





"Family  Multioar" 
CALL 












 Discount: 25% 
Good Driver 









FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP 
SJSU STUDENT INSURANCE 
t'lo
 one can hang
 with
 Our rates, 
Call the 




 & Money 
and Call Us Now! 
408.246.6644 ask 
for Randy,  
or page 406-951-8003 anytime! 
'Can't 
get  away? I'll go to you! 
$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT1 
ASTORIA
 ISSUSANCE BROKERACE 
Auto, Jet Ski, Motorcycle,
 
Boat. Home owners 
insurance.  
"Alumni"  serving 
'Students"  
...Talk to 
me. I'll help you. 
DUI?
 
Accidents? Suspended Le? 
Call me. (Don) 408-247-3734. 
Open on Sat/Sun with appt. only! 
HEALTH/BEAUTY  
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC. 
Unwanted  hair removed forever. 
Specialist. Confidential. 
Your own probe or disposable. 
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose. 
247-7486. 
ARE YOU A PRISONER OF PAIN? 
Break out
 of the prison of 
pain. 
Free yourself
 to once again do the 
things  you have always enjoyed. 
Feel better emotionally & 
chysically.  
Quick and affordable, drugless 
pain 
relief. Call 
(408)  374-4960  
Pain Relief 




ENHANCE YOUR PERFORMANCE 
Are you tired of  
neck  pain, 
headaches and low back pain 
from long hours of studying? 
Come see Dr.
 Galls for a 
Free 
Spinal Exam. 408.998-4480 
Bascom / 280. 
SO% DISCOUTM 




natural  beauty! 
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows. 
Expires Dec. 31st, 1994,  
406379.3500  
Hair Today Gone 
Tomorrow  
621 E. Campbell Ave. 
#17, 
Campbell, CA 95008, 
ENTERTAINMENT  
MISS YOUR SOAP? 
Call the Soap Hotline at 
1-900.2290906 ext. 319. 






SJSU SKI & SNOWBOARD CLUB 
94-95. *Whistler Canada -January 
8-13. 
Air,  5 nights &lift passes: 
$449. Also discounts at local 
stores and discount
 Tahoe tickets. 
 Ski Club has planned trips to 
Tahoe, parties. gatherings
 & more. 
For info call Mark at 924-8225. 
STUDENT TRAVEL SERVICES 
 Lowest Air Fares Available 
 
Call
 for Quotes 
 We Deliver
 
 Western Union Money Transfer 




FASTEST TYPIST IN SAN 
JOSE! 
Accuracy is my specialty. Fast turn 
around. Resumes, student papers. 
correspondence. Worked with 
SJSU
 
students for 15 years. Located 10 
minutes 












CALL ANNA AT 972-4992  





papers, resumes,  group 
projects, etc. Transcription. 
Free spelling & 
grammatical
 




on most work. 8am to 7pm. 









Print your ad 
here.  Line is 30 spaces, 
including
 letters, numbers, 










I  IF 
Ad 
Rates:  3 -line minimum 
One Two
 Three 
Day Drays Days 
3 linos $5 $7 $9 
4 lines $6 $8 $10 
S 



















filth  day, rate increases by $I per day. 
First 
line (25 spaces) set in 
bold for no extra charge
 








3-9 lines: $70  
10-14 Ines: $90 





Send check or money order to 
Spartan Daily 
Classifieds 
$enJoes  State 
University  




desk is located in 
Dwight  Bentel 




 a m two 
weekdays before publication 
II 
Al!
 ads are prepaid U 
No refunds on cancelled ads 
 
Rates for consecutive 
publications  dates only 
 QUESTIONS?  CALL (40111) 
9264277 




































 for these 
classifications.315.00  for .3
 line ad for 3 
days.  Ads must be 
placed  in person in 
DBH209,  
between
 10am and 





 3 lines for 3 
days, as a 
service




WORD PROCESSING / TYPING. 
West San
 Jose/Cupertino. APA+ 
Term papers Group projects 











7 days SUZANNE, 446-51358 






















IntematIonal Students Wacane 
10 
minutes
 from campus! 




Theses. Term Papers, Nursing & 
Group Projects, Resumes. 
Letters, Manuscripts. etc. 







punctuation  and 
grammatical
 editing. Free 
disc 





 and prom pt 
service. To avoid disappointment, 
call now to reserve your time! 
Call PAM 2472681 (Eiam8prni. Plus 








 accepted!!  Reports  
Theses
  Proficient with 
APA, 





WP 5.1, Laser printer. Call me 
7 days a week
 7 am to 10 pm. 
Suzanne Scott 510/4410504. 
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. 
Science and 
English papers/ 
theses our specialty. Laser 
printing. Free spell check and 
storage. 
APA, Turabian and other 
formats. Resumes. 
editing, 
graphics and other services 
available.
 Masterson's Word 
Processing.
 Call Paul or Virginia 
408-251-0449 
201116 PROFESSIONAL Experience. 




binding & FAX available. Pick up 
& delivery. REASONABLE RATES. 





 subjects. Contact Candi 
at (408) 369-8614. 
PROFESSIONALWord
 Processing 






















If this got 




 a break. Let 
me do it for you! 
Resumes,  term papers 8. theses. 






Call  Julie  445-0707. 
NOT 
/UST WORD PROCESSING 
 
Turabian,
 Chicago, etc. 
 Resumes, cover 
letters,  term 
papers, theses, and much 
more.  
 Word
 and FrameMaker 
 can 
import. convert 
















listen to you, and we meet 















Recorded  message 
gives details. 
510-490-2685  est 
112. 
"Shadowhawk Enterprises" 
MONEY FOR COLLEGE!!! 
Money is wafting 
for you nght now 









For FREE literature and 
application  package. 
CALL NOW! 408-292-2400 







 all students qualify! 
















 Ext. # 153. Cost 
$1.95 
per 
minute / 5 minute 
call.
 

















5 Calcutta native 
10 - the lily 
14 
Volcanic  output 
15 Body of water 
16 Russian 
range  
17 Muslim prince 
18 Devout 
































50 Special devotion 












French  head 
66 Legend 
67 Mystery writer 
Marsh 
















answers will appeor in the next issue. 
PREVIOUS
 PUZZLE SOLVED 
MUM] 
01300  GOMM 
MOM@ 
































Vasco  36 - Man tnathion 








40 Leaves  behind 





















 big 50 Mexican snacks 
brothers 51 
Moisten  a 
11 
Story 






















Alpha  - 
27
 Mr Griffin gamma
 
28 - vera 
lotion  
60 Take - leave it 
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 past, students have 
come down here to vent their 
anger at the trustees," Mac-
Carthy said. "But they have not
 
gone to Sacramento.
 If you 
have 100,000 students show up 
on the steps of the 
capital,  that 
would have a 
pretty  big 
impact."  
But MacCarthy said a one-
time only protest against a fee 
increase will not solve the 
CSU's monetary problems  or 
the students'. 






 say they 
don't  want 





gets cut in half. 
It
 needs to 
be 
accompanied
 by the argu-
ment that higher education 
once again has to return to 
being a top 




 date have only 
carried 
one part of the argu-
ment (that fees don't go up), 
but 
keep
 failing to carry the 
second part 
 to fully fund 
higher education." 
MacCarthy said the trustees 
will work with students
 to 
lobby the Legislature. 
"Trustees don't want to 
raise
 fees," he said. "They're 
responding to 
budgetary cuts  
we have seen from the 
Legislature." 
MacCarthy 
said  it is impor-
tant for lobbying to begin 
in 
Sacramento  immediately 
because Gov. Wilson will 
release his state budget to 
the Legislature in 
early  January. 
Afterwards,
 the Legislature will 
begin a series of hearings 
on the proposed budget be-
fore 










JEANETTE L. HANNA  SPARTAN DAILY 
Mike 
Callegari  takes a gulp 
of 
rain along with air 
as










From page 1 
clothes, toys 
and food from 
11:30 




Alpha  Phi 
Alpha
 feel good when 
they see a 
smile
 on a child who is 
toy -less or 
when 
an adult gets a 
heavy  jacket 
for the 
cold
 winter months. 
it makes us feel good to know 
we are contributing to our school 
and community," Rawlen said. "It 
makes us feel good 
to give to peo-
ple who are less 








 page 1 
The 
merge has 





 labs in the 







 labs are 
fully 





















Lab  different 
is that 
customers 
pay  fees, 
















Art  students have 
first prior-
ity at the lab 
because  the art 
department 
contracts  the lab 




 able to 
provide
 
well  beyond what art 
students
 
need," he said. "I 
want  to make 




You can't go 





Inds...trial design major 
needs as possible." 
Natalie Wells, the
 daytime 
office manager at the lab, said 
business varies, but the lab 
"gets 
busier  when students 
have project deadlines  like 
toward the 
end of the semes-
ter when portfolios are 
due." 
Wells is a 
social
 science 
graduate student who works 
at the lab 40 hours per week. 
She said lab users are 
Impressed by the 
amount  of 
studio space available. 
Senior Temujin Kuechle, an 
industrial design major, is 
impressed 
with the lab's 
prices. 
"You
 can't go  anywhere to 
get it 
(computer  rental) cheap-
er," he said. 
Computer  rentals range 
from $4 






















 for projects 
such 
as layout and 
3-D rendering. 
"There




 had to do 




able. I rely 
on
 it," he said.
 
The lab's 





 are geared 
for wheelchair 
access.  The lab 
also has













 on general and 
industri-
al
 design and 





 Lab is 
located
 





open  Monday 
through  
Thursday
 from 7 
a.m.
 to 11 
p.m., Friday 
from 7 a.m. to 9 
p.m.  and weekends 
from 10 





views  on 
proposed 
fee  increase 














a fee increase)," 




 major. "But 
that's not true.










changing.  Students 
want
 differ-
ent programs on campus."
 
But social science
 major Lori 
Uchiyama
 said athletics 
have  a 





 "If you 
From page 1 
education 




"Being one out of a group 
who had been assigned that 
responsibility,
 she (Sharp) has 
had a very significant
 impact 
on how that framework is 
written up. so that, in a sense, 
helps establishes state guide-
lines for what 
the curriculum 
criteria ought to be for courses 
offered all 
across  the state," 
Milnes said. 
Sharp was also
 invited to go 
to Egypt to help with
 their 
national art curriculum. There 
she served
 on committees to 
establish  national 
goals  for art 
students and 
to design stan-





returned  to Egypt, where she 
taught and 
conducted  research 
in Cairo 




the  international 




that time, she 
also 




Cairo  on a special 
project 
called
 the Children's 
Journal. 
It




written and drawn by 
Egyptian 
children  for children. 
The 
other  impact Sharp has 
made 
is here at SJSU, Milnes 
said.  
"Here, she is a very impor-
tant person on our faculty." 
He said Sharp works 
with 
their graduate curriculum, and 
the department's art and 
design 
council and coordinates
 the art 
education
 for the campus.
 
She works extensively with 
the creative arts






takes  artists in 
resi-
dence and places
 them into the 
Santa Clara Valley 
schools.  
Sharo  also 
coordinates  the 
Bay



























to have a nat-
ural 
sense  of 
composition,  so 
what we 
need to do as 
art  
teachers is 
provide  them 
with  






 their own 
cultural
 histo-
ry, their ancestry 
in art and the 
arts
 of other cultures 
around
 
the world," Sharp said. 
Sharp said every 
culture  that 
has survived has provided its
 
members  with the opportunity 
and respect for
 making things 
very special. She 
said  making 
things special is what 
art does. 
"What turns out is, 
maybe  the 
function 
of the arts is not 
what 
we think it is. It's a 
survival  
function.  Communities of peo-
ple who 
have  not had their arts 
open and 
available to other 
people
 have not survived or 
have had a difficult time in sur-
viving," Sharp said. 
She said some 
psychological  
studies 
and data show it 
is a 
human
 need to organize
 and to 





"The  arts in 
schools,  if it is 
done
 well, proviae kids 
with 
that need," Sharp said. 




 A l ' ) (  
 Vvoody, a 
dog who as a 
pup was found 
abandoned 
on a freeway 
and  
















Theemling   has 
been  at the 
235 -bed shelter
 since 1985 
when 
he was found by 
a staff 
member.
 His first 
name
 is 












want to talk about having an 
entire university experience, 
you 
have
 to increase the IRA 
fee." 
Stewart said the fee increase 
is needed to enhance SJSU's 
reputation. 
"When people think about the 
top schools in California, they 
think of UCLA, Stanford, Cal 
Berkeley and USC  all schools 
with 
big-time  athletic pro-
grams,"
 he said. 
DeAlba said SJSU
 is not in the 
same league. 
"He (Stewart) mentioned top 
schools," DeAlba said. "But not 
one of those 
schools
 is a CSU 
school  that's whom 
we com-
pete with. We are a good CSU 
school." 
The three debaters 
in support 
of the fee increase  Stewart, 
Uchiyama and Mike Scialabba 
 all 
have
 past connections 
with 
SJSU  athletics. 
Stewart was a gymnast from 
1988 to 1993. Uchiyama is a for-
mer 
cheerleader.  And Scialabba 
played football from 1986 to 
1990. 
Scialabba is now a graduate 
assistant in the athletics depart-
ment. 
When the three were asked 
why they didn't bring support-
ers from the library or 
the 
music and art departments, 
Stewart said, "We weren't given 
enough notice. The formal invi-
tation went out least week. 
"And we knew they would 
be
 




A crowd of 25 students
 lis-
tened to the one and one-half 
hour debate. 
But the faces in the crowd 
changed as students would 
lis-
ten for awhile and then leave for 
work or class to be replaced by 
other students. 
"It wouldn't be fair for people 
from the library or the art 
department to take
 time from 
their busy schedules to come 
here," he said. But when told 
the Spartan 
Daily  would cover 
the debate and increase 
student
 
exposure to the 
election, 
Stewart shrugged and said, "Yes 
... that's true." 
As for the students, most of 
them weren't aware an IRA fee 
existed. But when informed of 
the fee, most said they wouldn't 
vote for it. 
"The fee increase would bene-
fit athletics," freshman Dennis 
Mico said. "Athletics should 
raise money by fund raising. I'm 
going to vote no." 

























 RELATED ACTIVITIES 
Instructionally.Relmed Activities (IRA) are those aCtivilleS and programs that enhance the University Experience for stud. o 




 Related As tisities 
fee,,
 $21) per semester The referendum seeks to increase student support 1.0 







 per semester, SJSLI would rank nest to Sonoma Slant. whlt.11 WI voted .ral.. I' 
tees to SlOtt per semester. and near Cal Poly SLO. at 
Si
 3S,  
which also Just voted to raise its fee, 
IRA feet BENEFIT AU STUDENTS
 
at S1S1.1 both 
directly and indirectly by allowing 
 Free Tickets ( IPA of searing capacity) to All campus cultural events
 sponsored with IRA funds 
 
SOX)
 free student tickets to each 
regular
 season home 
football
 game 
 LOX) fire student
 tickets nt cach regular haskethall game 
 Free admission to every other regular season athletics event 
 Free distrihutisin of the Spartan Daily student newspaper 
 Continuation of Instills uonally-Relaied Aelivittes in 
many atradernte depanments that enhance the 
quality sit academic programs 
CONTINGENT ON PASSAGE OF THE IRA FEE ADJUSTNIENT. THE FOLLOW ING ADDITIONAL BENEFITS 
WILL BE PROVIDED: 
I 
LIBRARY HOURS WILL BE EXTENDED. LIBRARY MATERIALS AND SERVICES WILI. BE INCREASED 




TOTAL) TO PURCHASE HARDWARE. 
SOFTWARE. AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS FOR STUDENT LABS  AND INCREASED ACCESS Ti) ELECTRON It 
RESOURCES.  AS WELL AS EXTEND LIBRARY HOURS THIS IS A NEW USE FOR IRA MONEY( 
2 DOUBLE AMOUNT 120% OF TOTAL) AVAILABLE FOR ALLOCATION TO A I.L 
PROGRANISIEXCEPT 
ATIILF.TICS & LIBRARY) CURRENT LEVEL WILL BE DOUBLED THE OTHER IRA PROGRAMS SUPPOR17. I 
ON THIS CAMPUS AT THE PRESENT TIME INCLUDE
 






 (Campus Activities) 




 Team (Social Ss. 
iencesr  
KS1S Radio Station 
Model  United Nations 
Radvs.Television.Film
 produt uon 
Spartan Daily 
Music  Programs 











& Wind Ensemble 





01.1.EGIA I E ATHLETICS: 
INCREASED  FUNDING AT A 
REDUCED
 LEVEL 154% OF TOTAL..
 
WAS 60%) WILL SUPPORT NEW GENDER EQUITY
 INITIATIVES (INCLUDING ADDING 
SPORTS FOR WOMLN 
WHILE MAINTAINING THE




 SERVICES. AND ENHANCE Till 
ENTIRE PROGRAM FOR ENTRANCE. INTO THE 
WESTEkN ATHLETIC CONFERENCE 
4 RESERVE POOL 
PM OF TOTAL) FOR NEW. 
QUALIFIED
 PROGRAMS IN ANY 
COLLEGE
 OF THE 
UNIVERSITY. OTHER QUALIFIED 
PROGRAMS  MAY APPLY FOR THIS 
FUNDING  AND BE ADDED  AT ANY 
TIME. SUCH AS OTHER DEPARTMENT 
PROGRAMS,  CLUB SPORTS, AND SPIRIT TEAMS 
VOTE YES 
ON THE IRA INITIATIVE AND 
SUPPORT
 YOUR CAMPUS PROGRAMS 
BECAUSE
 WE ALL KNOW 








AS Dirntlor tliCommunity Atfairs 










Studen.  for Spanan Pride 
fitles
 me used for identification puirsises only 
& do not suggeti the opmion or
 
he A S 
VOTE  NO TO 




interests are once again 
trying to raise campus 
bawd fees The proposed
 
InstrutElon.illy  Related 
Activity












$441 00 up to SI SO BO a 
year It is 
time ni stop the continuing
 cycle %If skyrocketing 
fees and keep higher 
cducalion
 
corlt, le I., 
cvcryone  Vote NO 
bribe IRA fee 
increase  
End I. A lee increase of 
SI
 III HO from 
S40 





 and NPX of the 
increase will go to 
athletics only 
Fart 3. The 
distribution
 ssf the remaining 
Ice  
invrease





will get the money 
Fact). Our tuition 
ha
 
gone  up approsimmely 
7,; °set the pan five 
years,  and is 
going up another HP( next 
year  





hare gone  up 




the IRX fee 
will  set a dangerous 
precedent It sends
 .signal to 
Sacramento 
poidsrians that it is 





raw  students will 
1113pose f ees on them,  lee,
 to make up the 
JO, 
erent.,
 tat. No to an 
























Raptisflahfnetl.  State 





















Nov.  16 & 17 








9 am - 
2.30 pm, MacQuarrie 






supplied  by 
individuals





above  issue. 
Funded  
by -  
Election
 Board 
_ _ A 
